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Abstract-In this paper, new numerical algorithms of finite element methods (FEM) are reported 
for both biharmonic equations and 3D blending surfaces, to achieve the global superconvergence 
0(h3)-0(h4) in HZ norms. This is significant, compared with the optimal convergence 0(h2). The 
algorithms are simple because only an a posteriori interpolant solution is needed. Such a global 
convergence method was originated by Lin and his colleagues in [l-3] for only the clamped boundary 
conditions. Recently, we extended the global superconvergence to other boundary conditions, such as 
the simple support condition, the periodic boundary, and the natural boundary condition. Moreover, 
we apply in [4-6] this global superconvergence to the FEM using the penalty techniques for biharmonic 
equations and blending problems, also to reach O(h3) and 0(h4) for quasiuniform and uniform I&, 
respectively. Currently, we develop in [7,8] and in this paper the FEM using the penalty plus hybrid 
techniques to reduce the condition number down to 0(h-4)-O(h-5) of the associated matrix, while 
retaining superconvergence O(h3)_O(h4). Since instability is severe for biharmonic equations, any 
reduction of the condition number is crucial. By the new algorithms in this paper, not only can 
a great deal of CPU time be saved, but also the complicated biharmonic equations and blending 
surfaces may be solved in double precision. Numerical experiments are carried out to support the 
theoretical conclusions. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Blending surfaces, Biharmonic equation, Finite element methods, Boundary penalty 
methods, Boundary hybrid techniques, Superconvergence, Stability. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When the finite element methods (FEMs) of cubic Hermite functions of polynomials for bihar- 
manic equations are chosen, the traditional method as in [9] only provides the optimal convergence 
rate O(h2) for errors of the second-order derivatives in the Sobolev norms over the entire solution 
domain (i.e., the Hz norms). It is well known that there are three types of superconvergence 
rates: locally pointwise, average, and global. There exist many reports on superconvergence at 
specific points (i.e., locally pointwise), see [lo-131, and in particular in the monographs of Wahlbin 
[14,15]. In [16-191, superconvergence on average (or majority) of the nodal derivative solutions 
is introduced for the Poisson’s equation. The global superconvergence over the entire solution 
domain R is reported in [l-3,20]. 
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This paper will adopt the global superconvergence for biharmonic equations, and describe the 
boundary penalty plus hybrid techniques of finite element method (BPH-FEM). The penalty and 
hybrid techniques were also reported in, [18,21,22]. Based on Lin’s theory in [l-3], the Hermite 
FEM solutions have better convergence for rectangular elements Cl,, shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
Take as an example the biharmonic equation with the clamped boundary condition. Then there 
exists the global superclose ]]fih - ~~]]s,o = 0(h4) for uniform Qj, see [2,3], where ]I . Iln,n are 
the Sobolev norms, and Gh and UI are the FEM solutions and the Hermite interpolation of the 
true solution, respectively. we may construct an a posteriori interpolation n”, 6h of the quintic 
Hermite polynomials on a 2 x 2 partition of q  lij shown in Figure 3. The operator n”, will satisfy 
the following properties: 
Obviously, for the smooth enough solution u, we obtain 
Figure 1. The solution domain and its partition. 
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Figure 2. A rectangular element. 
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Figure 3. •l&~$I,,j+I in the 2 x 2 fashion of partition. 
In fact, the cubic Hermite functions Ps(s) on [O,l] for u = U(S) are given by 
P3(s) = UWO(S) + U(lMl(S) + $(S)U’(O) + Gl(S)U’(l), (1.3) 
where the Hermite basis functions are 
&(s) = 2s3 - 3s2 + 1, $1(s) = -2s3 + 3s2, 
$(s) = &(s) = s3 - 2s2 + s, ?J(s) = 43(s) = s3 - s2. (1.4) 
Moreover, the cubic Hermite functions in [si, si+i] with ui and U: are then ex‘pressed by 
(1.5) 
By the tensor product, we may obtain the bicubic Hermite functions in two dimensions needed 
in the cubic Hermite FEM. 
Next, we construct fl”, uh. The quintic Hermite interpolation on [0,2] can be obtained from [23, 
P. 1601, 
&j(s) = U(o) To(s) + U(l) TICS) + U(2) T2(s) + U’(O) Qo(s) + u’(l) QI(s) + ~‘(2) Qz(s), (1.6) 
where 
1 
To(s) = $1+ 3s)(s - 1)2(s - 2)2, Ti(S) = s2(s - 2)2, 
Tz(s) = a(7 - 3s) s2 (s - 1)2, 
1 
QO(s) = -s(s - 1)2(s - 2)2, 
4 (1.7) 
&i(s) = (s - l)s2(s - 2)2, 
1 
Q2(i)= z(s-2)s2(s-l)2. 
Let the division number N be even and h2i = h2i+l. Then we may establish the following quintic 
Hermite interpolation on [agi, szi+2]: 
fl”, u on R can also be obtained by the tensor product. We can verify that operator I$, satisfies 
the properties (1.1). Since the computation of fli 6h is easily computed from &, the algorithms 
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for global superconvergence are simple to carry out. It is worth pointing out that the global 
superconvergence analysis is also easy to extend to other problems; see [3]. 
Now, we address our recent progress on the global superconvergence. In [24], we apply the 
global superconvergence to the combination of Ritz-Galerkin-FEM for the Poisson equation of 
the singularity problem, to obtain the global superconvergence 0(h2-6). In [5,6], we used the 
boundary penalty finite element methods (BP-FEM) for biharmonic equations and 3D blending 
surfaces with general boundary conditions. Let E = u = ni fib. The global superconvergence with 
ll42,s2 = O(h3)-W4) can be achieved. However, instability is severe, because a huge condition 
number is resulted up to 0(h-7)-O(h-g). C urrently in [8] and in this paper, we develop the finite 
element methods using the boundary penalty plus hybrid integrals (BPH-FEM), to seek their 
approximate solutions satisfying the normal derivative conditions. Then, the global superconver- 
gence ]]s]]z,o = 0(h4) and Cond. = 0(he5) are obtained for uniform 0,; and ]]s]]s,n = 0(h3) 
and Cond. = 0(he4) for quasiuniform q  lij. In this paper, we also apply the boundary penalty 
plus hybrid techniques of FEMs to 3D blending surfaces. Both the high superconvergence O(h3.5) 
and the optimal Cond. = O(he4) are achieved for uniform q  ij simultaneously. In contrast, the 
condition number 0(/r-s) is needed in [5], to retain the same superconvergence 0(h3.5). 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section, for the biharmonic equation we 
describe the penalty plus hybrid techniques of finite element methods (BPH-FEM) using bicubic 
Hermite functions. While the best global superconvergence 0(h4) is retained, the condition 
number may decrease to 0(hY5). In Section 3, we consider 3D surface problems which are 
described by a system of biharmonic equations, and choose the BPH-FEM. In Section 4, we 
briefly address optimal convergence and numerical stability, and in Section 5, we derive error 
bounds in detail, to lead to global superconvergence. In the last section, numerical results are 
given to support the global superconvergence of BPH-FEM for biharmonic equations. Moreover, 
a posterior-i estimates for solution errors are provided, based on the global superconvergence. 
Finally, a few remarks are made. 
2. BIHARMONIC EQUATIONS 
2.1. Description of Numerical Methods 
For simplicity, we consider one biharmonic equation on the unit square R with the clamped 
and periodic boundary conditions 
where n is the outward normal of aR, and fi is a unit square: R = {(T, t), 0 5 r 2 1, 6 5 t 5 I}, 
shown in Figure 1, where dS1 = PO U ITI U r2, r. = AB, ITI = CD, and r2 = AC u BD. 
Define the spaces 
H* = {V E H2(0), satisfying (2.2) and (2.3))) (2.4) 
Ho* = w E H2(s2), satisfying (2.3) and u = g = 0 on I’s 
> 
. (2.5) 
The solution of (2.1)-(2.3) can be written as a weak form: to seek u E H’ such that 
(2.6) 
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where 
a(u,?J) = 
SJ 
&(u, v) ds, f(v) = Js, fvds, (2.7) 
R 
and 
A,(% w) = au a 2, + (I - /J)(2%&-t - %“Qt - U&T), 
where 0 5 p 5 I/2, u,, = 9, and u,t = &. 
(2.3) 
Suppose that the rectangles q  ij are quasiuniform; i.e., there exists a bounded constant C 
independent of 6ri and Stj such that max(Sri, &,)I min(bri, Stj) 5 C. Let the solution domain R 
be divided into small quasiuniform rectangles q  &j; i.e., Q = @, = Uij 0~. We choose the 
following bicubic Hermite interpolant functions as admissible functions on I&: 
(2.9) 
+ stj(ut)i+k,j+e~i,k(T)~j,e(t) + 6ri6tj(u,t)i+k,j+e~i,k(r)~j,e(t)}, 
where Sri = ri+~ - pi, 6tj = $+I - tj, and q  ij = {(T, t), pi 5 T 5 T~+~, tj 5 t 5 tj+l}, shown in 
Figure 2. The functions in (2.9) are 
he(r) = tie (2) , ?Lj,e(t) = tie (2) , (2.10) 
where the bicubic Hermite functions on [0, l] are 
4()(T) = 2r3 - 3r2 + 1, 
$o(~) = 42(r) = r3 - 2r2 + T, 
&(T) = -2r3 + 3T2, 
$1(r) = $3(r) = r3 - r2. 
(2.11) 
We fix the boundary conditions u]r, = g and u(r, 1) = u(r, 0) only, but relax the other boundary 
conditions: 2 = gi]rz and ut(r,O) = ut(r,l), 0 5 T 5 1, in (2.2) and (2.3), by applying the 
boundary penalty plus hybrid techniques. Denote by Vh and Vh the finite collections of the 
piecewise bicubic Hermite functions (2.9) with u(r, 1) = U(T, 0) but satisfying u]r, = g and 
ulr, = 0, respectively. The boundary penalty plus hybrid finite element method (BPH-FEM) 
can be expressed as follows: to seek uh E Vh such that 
where 
b(u,v) = 
F(v) = 
D(u,v) = 
E(u,v) = 
b(wr u) = F(v), vu E vj, (2.12) 
Jl Ap(u, w) ds + o(u, V) + E(u, u), (2.13) 
f~~+~~~s,~~d~,i~g~~(~)d~, (2.14) 
p, -I h2” rz u,w,de+ g J r. (ut'-uT)($ v;  dr, 
1 5 
J 
r. (m (u') + m(u-)) (IQ  ?I;) de + f s,, (m (v’) + m(v-)) (ut’ - u;) de 
t 
I 
rz (m(u)% + m(v)%&) de, (2.15) 
where h = ma.xi,j(bri,&j), u+ = u(r,l), u- = u(r,O), and a(> 0) and Pc(> 0) are bounded 
constants independent of h. In (2.15), the notations are 
m(u) = - n u + (1 - /J) (u&-: + 2U,tT& + utttf) = -unn - pus*, (2.16) 
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where rn, tn and rs, t8 are the direction cosines of the outnormal and tangent vectors, respectively. 
For periodic boundary conditions, there exist the relations: u + -- u - ,  u + = - u ~  = ut, and 
m(u +) = m(u-). The additional terms D(u, v) and E(u, v) in (2.13) are called the penalty and 
hybrid integrals, respectively. Note that in [4-6], only the penalty techniques were discussed. 
Since gl and f may be arbitrary, the approximate rules are employed to evaluate the integrals 
in (2.12). In real computation, we use the following BPH-FEM involving integration approxima- 
tion: to seek fih E Vh such that 
b(~h,~) = Y(~), V~ e Y ° ,  (2.17) 
where 
/~(u, v) = .f~o A,(u, v) ds + D(u, v) +/~(u, v), (2.18) 
Pc ]'^ Pc ^ ~fro (~t ~)(~t ~) [9(u, v) "-fi~ J - = unvn dg + dr, (2.20) 
1 ^ 1 ^ 
+ f (m(u)vn + m(v)un)dL (2.21) 
J F2 
We choose the following rules for the boundary integrals: 
fr u v d ~ /  uvd~=fr fi~)dg, (2.22) 
2 F2 2 
where fi and ~3 are the piecewise bicubic Hermite interpolants of u and v, respectively. Also 
Simpson's rule may be used to evaluate exactly the area integrals ffa A~,(u, v)ds, and the rule 
for ffn fv ds is chosen as 
where ] and ~3 are also the piecewise bicubic Hermite interpolants of f and v, respectively. 
2.2. Global Superconvergence 
In this section, we consider the BPH-FEM (2.17) involving approximate integrals, and pursue 
both superconvergence and better stability of numerical solutions. 
Define a new norm involving discrete summation of v on Off, 
{ 1 +  -2 1 - - 2 }  1/2 
IIvll~ = II~ll~,~ + ~ [ [ ~  - v~l[o,~ o + ~ l l ~ l l o , ~  , (2.24) 
where v-  = v(r, 0), v + = v(r, 1), and 
= f r0 (vt(r, 1) - vt(r, 0)) 2 dr. (2.25) + - 
In (2.24), the discrete summation Ilv + - v-II0,ro coincides exactly with the integral rules (2.22). 
Note that INIH = INIH for v E Vh. We have the following lemma. 
Global Superconvergence 
LEMMA 2.1. There exist the bounds for w E Vt, 
where for quasiuniform Oij, u = 3 and 
R3 = ~2+01~14,a~, 
and for uniform q  ij, u = 4 and 
where Pi, i = 1,2,3,4, are the corners of 8R. 
PROOF. From [7], 
where for quasiuniform Qj, v = 3 and 
T3 = l~14,ro l/G - WC Il2,r, + l~14,r211~~I12,r2~ 
and for uniform q  ij, u = 4 and 
7’4 = IuI5,r,, I[$ - “C((l,r, + l~15,r211~~IIl,rz + &Cbm~CfiJl + I~tttt(P,)l>l~(Pi)I 
i=l 
The desired result (2.26) is then obtained by the following bounds for w E Vf: 
?J+ = w-(rO) l1412,rz = 0, 
llW$ - w;/le,ro I ChomellVII*7 Il%lle,rz I ChO-em~, e = 0, I, 2, 
IWrt(E)l 5 Ch-3’211%IIo,r2 I Chc-3’211011~. 
Next, let us give two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.2. For v E V,, there exists the bound 
PROOF. Only show the first bound (2.33). In fact, we have 
419 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
1 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
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LEMMA 2.3. For v E V °, there exists the bound 
i r o ( m ( u )  - m(us)) (v + - v?) <_ Ch2+~]ul4,oo,~llV[IH, de 
ir2(m(u)_m(ul))Vnd~<Ch2+a,u[4,oo,~[,V[[H. (2.35) 
PROOF. Since u1 E V ° are the Hermite interpolations of bicubic polynomials, there exists the 
error [u - us[k,oo,a = O(h4-k[u[4,oo,a), 0 < k < 4. We then have the following bound: 
i (m(u) - m(uz)) (v + - v;) de = Nm(u - ui)ll0,r ° [iv + - v~-Ii0,ro (2.36) 
Fo 
~_ Ch2+alu[4,oo,f~ [IvllH. 
This is (2.35); the proof for the other bound is similar, l 
Now we prove a main theorem for global superconvergence. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that  for (2.17), the uniformly V ° elliptic inequality holds 
c011vll~ < ~,(v, v), v v  E 14, ° ,  (2.37) 
where Co is a positive constant independent of h and a. Then there exists the error bound 
II~,h - - '~ I I IH  = ¢ < / _ C h"llull,.+2,r~ + h"lfl,,,r~ + h2+"lul4,~,r~ 
t (2.38) 
+ ( u - 3 ) h  3+a 04u +#R* , 
where for quasiuniform Flij , u = 3 and R] -- h2+a[u[4,aa, and for uniform E]q, v = 4 and 
4 
n~ = h3+'lulh,o~ + h ~'5+" ~-~AI~....(P01 + ~ - - (P01) .  
i = 1  
Here fih and uI are the solution of (2.17) and the piecewise bicubic Hermite interpolant of the 
true solution u, respectively. 
PROOF. For the true solution u, we have from (2.17) and the Green theory 
(2.39) 
(i.o +,.. (s.. 
Moreover, for the integral rules of (2.23) using the cubic Hermite interpolations ] and ~, there 
exists the bound 
(ss. s7.),-..: IS. (, ,0.,,.,,0. <..o, 
< Ch"lfl, , ,~llwll2,o < Ch"lfl,,,r~llwllH, . = 3 , 4 .  
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Now let w = I& - UI, w E V,. Then we obtain from (2.37),(2.39),(2.40), and Lemma 2.2 
collwll; I &ih - UI, w) 
(2.41) 
+ hVlflv,n + h2+%14,m,n 
Moreover, 
qu - UI, w) I Ill R,(u - UI, w)ds + l?(u - R I 1 ur,w)l+ p(u-w,w)l. (2.42) 
Also we have from (2.22) 
b(U-ur,w) = $ J (u - T_Q)~w, dl = 0, l-2 
and from Lemma 2.3 
^ 
IJ 
(2.43) 
+ (m(u) - ~(uI))w, dt I C~2+oI~14,00,nII~11~~ 
rz 
Combining (2.41)-(2.43) and applying Lemma 2.1 yields the desired result (2.38). I 
By following the approaches in [3], when the FEM approximation 6h has been obtained, 
by means of (1.8) we may construct an a posteriori Hermite interpolant @ i& of order 5 on 
02x2 
22+1,2j+17 where C12X2 2 +l,2j+l is a 2 x 2 fashion of Qj, shown in Figure 3. Hence, s1 = Qix2 = 
ui,j %$,2j+1, Below let us give a theorem and a corollary of global superconvergence for I-$ & 
by following the proofs of Theorem 5.2 given later. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let the conditions in Theorem 2.1 hold. Then there exists the bound 
(2.44) 
where E is given in Theorem 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let all conditions in Theorem 2.1 hold. Also suppose that u E H2+“(fi).n 
W4+‘=‘(R) and f E HV(fl), v = 3,4. There exists the bound 
= O(Y) + 0 (h2+q , 
H 
where Y = 3 and u = 4 for quasiuniform and uniform q  lij , respectively. Moreover, when cs 1 u - 2, 
= O(h”), = O(h”), 
= 0 (h”‘“) , = 0 (hv+“) . 
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Since the integration rule (2.22) implies the equality @v, w) = D(v, w), VW E Vh, the BPH- 
FEMs, (2.12) and (2.17), lead to two algebraic systems 
AZ=& AZ=& (2.45) 
where the unknown vector 2 consists of the variables Uij, (U,)ij, (ut)ij, and (Urt)ij, at the element 
nodes (i, j). We have derived in [8] the bounds for condition number of matrix A, 
Cond’(A) = Amin Jh&-v - 0 (h-4) + 0 (h-1-27, (2.46) 
where X ,,( A) and X,i,,(A)(> 0) are the maximal and minimal eigenvalues of A, respectively. 
By following [8], we can prove that when q  ij are quasiuniform and 0 2 l/2, the uniformly Vf 
elliptic inequality (2.37) holds. 
To display the progress in both accuracy and stability in this paper, Table 1 provides a summary 
of choices of cr, condition number, and convergence by the BP-FEM in [5] and the BPH-FEM in 
this paper. For quasiuniform q  i,j, when u = 1.5 the condition number, 0(h-1-20) = 0(he4), is 
required for superconvergence rate 0(h3), based on Corollary 2.1. Also for uniform I&, when 
CT = 2, only condition number O(he5) is required for superconvergence 0(h4). Such a stability 
is significant, compared to condition number O(K’) in [5]. In summary, when 0 = 1.5 and 2, 
condition numbers O(hm4) and 0(hm5) are achieved for superconvergence 0(h3) and 0(h4) in 
quasiuniform and uniform q  ij, respectively. We will use such a good choice for BPH-FEM to 3D 
blending surfaces discussed in the sequential section; see Table 2. 
Table 1. The choices of o and condition numbers for biharmonic equations by using 
BP-FEM and BPH-FEM. 
Optimal Super, Quasiuniform Super, Uniform 
Tech. Pen. [5] Pen. plus Hyb. Pen. [5] Pen. plus Hyb. Pen. [5] Pen. plus Hyb. 
Choice a=2 (T = 1.5 a=3 0 = 1.5 (r=4 (T=2 
Cond. 0 (h-5) 0 (h-4) 0 (h-‘) 0 (h-4) 0 (h-g) 0 (h-5) 
Error 0 (h2) 0 (h3) 0 (h4) 
Table 2. The choices of o and condition numbers for 3D blending surfaces by using 
BP-FEM and BPH-FEM. 
Optimal Super, Quasiuniform Super, Uniform 
Tech. Pen. [6] Pen. plus Hyb. Pen. [6] Pen. plus Hyb. Pen. [S] Pen. plus Hyb. 
Choice Is=2 I7 = 1.5 a=3 (T = 1.5 u=4 0 = 1.5 
Cond. 0 (h-5) 0 (h-4) 0 (h-‘) 0 (h-4) 0 (h-g) 0 (h-4) 
Error 0 (h2) 0 (h3) 0 (h3.“) 
3. THE BPH-FEM FOR BLENDING SURFACES 
Let us consider a real 3D blending surface which is sought to join two given frame bodies V, 
and Vs at the left boundary WI and the right boundary 8Vs (see Figure 4 and [4,6]). Suppose 
that lW1 and aVs are disjointed to each other. Choose two parameters r and t in a unit solution 
area R = {(T, t), 0 5 T 5 1, 0 5 t 5 l}, and use the vector of three parametric functions, 
u = U(r, t) = (2, Y, ZY = (z(r, t), !J(r, t), z(r, t)Y , (r,t) E a, (3.1) 
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blending surface 
Figure 4. A blending surface connecting VI and V2 along WI and W2. 
to represent the blending surface. We denote the boundary of R (see Figure 1) by I? = dR = 
ri U rz, where rc = ro U r1. Therefore, the displacement and tangent conditions of 3D blending 
surfaces along the joint boundaries al’, and air, can be written as [4,6] 
Ulrz = 77, (3.2) 
(G)m = (K&.=~ = aou;, (G)m = (K&=1 = QlG, (3.3) 
where U, = &U, and n is the outer normal to the boundary dR. The vectors UO, VI, UA(# 0), 
and .?I!(# 0) are known, but the ratio functions cro(t)(# 0) and ~l(t)(# 0) are arbitrary real 
functions. We may express (3.3) as 
yn = blO%, &I = b203&, on AC; Yn = hl%, &I = b21%, on BD, (3.4) 
or simply as 
yn = blxnr 2, = bzxnr on r2, (3.5) 
where blo, b20, bll, and b2l (or bl and b2) are known and obtained from the ratios of derivatives 
in (3.3). On I’:(= I?0 u I’l), we consider the periodic conditions 
U(r, 0) = U(r, I), (3.6) 
Ut(T,O) = G(T, I), OLrll. (3.7) 
Let Ck(0) denote a space of functions having continuous derivatives of order k. Since func- 
tions X(T, t), y(r, t), and Z(T, t) E C’(n), and the continuity of U and U,, on da is described 
in (3.2) and (3.5)-(3.7), we may assume that the solutions x, y, Z(E C4(fl)) satisfy the following 
biharmonic equations which resemble the placements in flexible thin elastic plates: 
a2U = F, where F = (fz, .fzl, .fdT, (3.8) 
where the Laplace operator A = & + &, and the biharmonic operator A2 = ($$ + $$)‘. 
The functions fz, f,, and fi denote the external loading forces on the thin plate and they can 
be chosen suitably, based on practical experiments and requirements in engineering [6]. 
Note that the biharmonic equations (3.8), accompanied only with the essential boundary con- 
ditions (3.2) and (3.5)-(3.7), will lead to many solutions (see [25, p. 4861). There exist many 
reports on blending surfaces, by means of interpolation techniques (see [26-361); they all suffer 
from the trouble of unique solutions. We invoke the partial differential equations and their nu- 
merical solutions, and report in [4-61. By the PDE approaches, not only can the unique solution 
of blending surfaces be obtained, but also the obtained surface has the minimal energy (i.e., the 
minimal global second derivatives), which is desirable in engineering designs. 
When only the conditions (3.2),(3.5), and (3.6) are fixed, but (3.7) are not given, we derive by 
following [4] the additional boundary conditions 
M(U). B = 0, on r2, (3.9) 
M(U(r, 0)) + M(U(r, 1)) = 0, Olrll, (3.10) 
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where B = (1, br, bZ)T and the notations are 
M(U) = - A U + (1 - cl) (UrTrP + 2U,tr,t, + U&) , (3.11) 
P(U) = $ @.u + (1 - & {GJ,r, + Urt(r?J, + r&J + U&A}, (3.12) 
where p E [0,1/2], r,, t, and rsr t, are the unit direction cosines of the outnormal and tangent 
vectors, respectively. The boundary conditions (3.9) and (3.10) are called the natural conditions; 
and equations (3.2),(3.5), and (3.6) are the essential conditions. Both the essential and natural 
boundary conditions should be implemented to the differential equation (3.8) to yield a unique 
solution U. 
Next, we will use the BPH-FEM to seek the numerical solutions of (3.8). Let the solution 
domain s1 be divided into small quasiuniform rectangles L&j; i.e., R = fib = Uij q  ij. We choose 
the following bicubic Hermite interpolant functions as admissible functions on q  lij: 
Zh(? t) = e {zi+k,j+e~i,k(r)~j,e(t) + 6ri(z,)i+k,j+elli,k(r)~~,e(t) 
k,e=O (3.13) 
+ %(Q)i+le,j+e4i,lc(r)tij,e(t) + 6riStj(z,t)i+k,j+e~i,k(r)~~,e(t)}, 
where 6ri = ~i+l - rir 6tj = tj+l - tj, and Qj = {(r, t), ri 5 r < T~+~, tj 5 t 5 tj+l}, shown in 
Figure 3. The functions in (3.13) are 
&e(r) = $e (y) , $j,e(t) = lCfe (2) , 
where the bicubic Hermite functions on [0, l] are given in (1.4). The admissible functions are 
then written as 
uh = Uh(r,t) = (~h(T,t),Yh(T,t),zh(r,t))~, (3.14) 
where yh(r, t) and zh(r, t) are also defined in (3.13) similarly. Obviously, Zh, yh, Zh E H2 (a) n 
Cl(a). Based on the analysis in [8], for better numerical stability, we may enforce the displace- 
ment condition on aR by giving (3.2) and (3.6) but relax only the normal derivative condition 
on dR by using penalty plus hybrid techniques. 
Define two finite-dimensional collections of the functions as 
vh = {U as (3.14), satisfying (3.2) and (3.6))) 
Vf = {Uas (3.14) satisfying Ulpz = 0 and (3.6)). 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
The conditions (3.2) and (3.6) still remain in spaces Vh, but neither (3.5) nor (3.7) in Vh and Vl. 
Therefore, we will invoke the penalty plus hybrid techniques to impose them by following the 
ideas in Section 2. The solution Vi E V can then be obtained from the boundary penalty plus 
hybrid finite element method (BPH-FEM), 
APH (U,, wh) = Fh(Wh)r vwh 6 vf, (3.17) 
where 
Fh(w) = II p. Wds. (3.18) n 
p in (3.18) is chosen to be the piecewise bilinear and cubic Hermite interpolatory functions of F 
for optimal convergence rates and superconvergence, respectively. Other notations in (3.17) are 
&H(&, wh) = A(Uh, wh) + a(uh, wh) + E(Uh, wh), (3.19) 
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where 
A(U, W) = {NJ s LLW + (1 - ~)(2U,.t . W,t - UT, + Wtt - utt . Wrr)) drdt, 
where p E [0,1/2]. The following boundary penalty plus hybrid integrals D(U, IV) + F(U, W) 
are designed to impose only the normal derivative conditions: 
D(U,W) = g {S rz (yn - hn) (vn -&En) de + / rz (2” - 52xn) (6 - 62En) de 
s > 
(3.20) 
+ ro(U$-U;).(W:-W;) dr , 
where U+ = U(r, l), U- = U(r, 0) on ro, Pc(> 0) is a bounded positive constant independent 
of h, and a(> 0) is a penalty power. The hybrid integrals are also used for the boundary derivative 
conditions 
z(U, W) = i 
I 
(M (U+) + M(U-)) . (IV: - IV;) dr r 
0 
i- i r (M (w+) + M(W-)) . (U: - U;) dr J 
+ 
s 
rz (i(Y) (77, - %C,) + m(q) (Y, - i;rzn)) dl (3.21) 
+ 
s 
rz (m(z) (Cn - 52En) + m(C) (&l - 524) de, 
where U+ = U(r, 1) and U- = U(r, 0). 
For superconvergence, we will choose the variants of the BPH-FEM as follows: 
&‘H (fi;, wh) = Fh(wh), v’wh E vj, (3.22) 
where 
&.q(U, W) = A(U, W) + fi(U, W) + I@, W), (3.23) 
A(U, W) and Fh(W) are the same as in (3.17), but fi(U, W) ^ and E(U, W) involve integration 
approximation [4,6] 
(z, - bzzn)(G - b2En) de 
rz 
+ 
s 
r. (U+ - U-) . (W+ - W-) dr , 
and 
(M (U’) + M(U-)) . (Wz - WC) dr 
ro 
1 ^ 
+z ro s 
(A4 (Wf) + M(W-)) . (Uz - UL) dr 
^ 
+ 
s 
(+I) (% - Mrd + m(rl)(yn - h&J) de 
rz 
+ J (m(4(Cn - b2En) + m(C)h - b24) de. r2 
(3.24) 
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The approximate integrals, fro and JAr,, are evaluated by the following rules: 
/ uvdr = L OCdr = / w VI dr, 
J ro J ro Jr, 
fi and 5 are the piecewise cubic Hermite interpolants of u and ^ 
rule with higher order is needed for Jrz given by 
(3.25) 
v, respectively, and the integration 
where f^ (or 6) are the piecewise Hermite interpolant of order 
nodal values fj, .fj+l/~, fj+~, ($$)j, ($$&+I,~, and ($&)j+I. 
given in (1.8). 
(3.26) 
5 off (or g) on [tj, $+I] using the 
An explicit formula for (ni Uh) is 
4. OPTIMAL CONVERGENCE AND NUMERICAL STABILITY 
By the Green theory, we have 
A(U, W) - JJ F.Wds+ J P(U). Wdl+ J M(U). w, de= 0, (4.1) R aR Xl 
where M(U) and P(U) are given in (3.11) and (3.12). First denote a norm 
IllUlll = { lI~ll~H2(,))~ + wJ)}1’2 7 (4.2) 
where b(U, U) is given in (3.20), using cubic Hermite interpolatory polynomials & of bi. The 
norm notations are defined by 
llull(fP(n))3 = { II4cP(n) + IIYIIL(n) + llaP(n)}1’2 9 (4.3) 
IUI(HyR))S = #p(n) + l&k(n) + I4&2) 1 > 
112 
1 (4.4) 
and I141&n) and I4&) are the Sobolev norms. We give the following theorem without proof. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p E [0,1/2] and q  lij be quasiuniform. Then when 0 2 l/2, there exists a 
positive constant Ce independent of h and 0 such that 
Glll~ll12 i -bidK U), u E v;. (4.5) 
Moreover, when 0 5 2, the solutions from the BPH-FEMs, (3.17), have the following optimal 
asymptotes: 
IIIU - GIlI = 0 (h2) 7 IV - U; ll~w~n~y = 0 (h2) 7 
~IU43: - W;); llro = 0 (h2+O) 7 (4.6) 
]/(Y,:), - ~r(%?,&acr,, = 0 (h2+“> 7 jlbrl)n - 9dGJ,11Hocr,, = 0 (h2+“>. 
By following [6,8], the condition number of the associated matrix resulting from the BPH-FEM 
of (3.17) (i.e., (3.22)) has the bound 
Cond. = Cond.(A) = 0 (h-4) + 0 (h-1-2o) . (4.7) 
Therefore, when 0 = 1.5, both the optimal convergence rate 0(h2) and the optimal condition 
number 0(hm4) can be obtained. This is a progress of stability, compared with [5], where 0 = 2 
is required for the optimal convergence rate O(h2), thus to yield the condition number 0(hm5). 
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5. S U P E R C O N V E R G E N C E  
Choose the B P H - F E M  (3.22) and use the notations 
HfKIH°(F2) F2 f I  , ]'fHHO(Fo) ( f  de] 1/2 = = (5.1) 
Define a new norm involving discrete summat ion  on 0~q 
U 2 \ 1/2 iiluliL = (il LI(.~(~))3 + b ( u , u ) )  , (5.2) 
[9(U,U) = Pc { 2 2 ]lYn - blxnllgo(r2) + Ilzn -- b2xnilHO(r2) 
} + ]tuff - Ut-II(uO(ro))3 • (5.3) 
From the integration rules in /)(U, W) given by (3.25),(3.26), we have the following l emma 
directly. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let  U, UI, and 5 Hh UI be the true solutions, the piecewise cubic Hermite inter- 
polants, and the quintic Hermite interpolants on [3ij, respectively. Then there exist the equalities 
D(U, W) = O, D(U - UI, W) = O, f) U - I I  UI, W = O, V W e V2. (5.4) 
h 
LEMMA 5.2. Let bl E H6(F2); then there exists the bound 
< C (h2+~lm(y)lH,(r2) + h3"SHbll]Hs(r2)]lm(Y)]lHo(r~) ) IlIWlll. 
PROOF. Let fn = W - bl~n. From xy - ~) = x(y - ~)) + ( x - ~)~), we have 
<_ tlm(Y)lIuo(r,) A - ~ HO(r~) (5.6) 
+ re(y) - ~ y )  H°(r2)]IAIIHO(r~). 
Also there exists the bound 
fn -- in HO(F2) ~--- bl~n - b~n H°(F2) 
<- Ch611bl~li~16(r2) <- Ch61iblilus(r2)]i~nlig3(r2) (5.7) 
<_ Ch61ibllig~(r~) × h-5/2[l~]lg~/~(r~) 
<_ Ch3"511blllno(r=)lllWIII. 
We then have 
and 
(5.s) 
][fnllgo(r2) ~ ChaD(U,U) 1/2 <_ ChaB]IWI]I. (5.9) 
Combining (5.6)-(5.9) leads to the desired result (5.5). This completes the proof  of L e m m a  5.2. | 
Similarly, we also have the following lemma, by following the arguments  in Lemma  2.3. 
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LEMMA 5.3. There exist the bounds 
f r= (re(y) - - m(yI ) ) OTn blurt) dt 
ro(M(U) - M(UI)). (W + - W[-) de 
By following Lemma 2.1, we provide the bounds for 
LEMMA 5.4. 
where 
< Ch2+~lyl4,o~,alllWlll, 
<_ Ch2+~'IUI(H~,~(m)3IIIWIIL 
A(U - U~, W). 
Let # 6 [0, 1/2]. There exist the bounds for U E Vh and W C V, °, 
A(U - U~, W) <_ C h ; l l l W I I I ,  
5 g = h~I[UII(H~+~(~))~ + h 3+~ O4U -[- j-tRy, 
On 4 (H~ (0~))3 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
where for quasiuniform [:]ij, u = 3 and R3 = h2+°[U](H4(O~))3, and for uniform E]ij, u = 4 and 4 
R4 = h3+~lU[(gh(oa)), + h 2"5+~ ~-~(JUrrr~(P~)l + Iuuu(PJ]) ,  
i=1 
where Pi are four corners of OCt. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let U E (H2+U(~)) 3 f3 (W4'Cx~(~"~)) 3, F E ( H ' ( ~ ) )  3, v = 3,4, and F in (3.18) 
be the piecewise cubic Hermite interpolants of F. Suppose that when ff]ij are quasiuniform and 
cr k 1/2, there exists the uniformly V~ elliptic inequMity, 
Col]]W~ 2 <_ ApH(W, W), V W  e V °, (5.13) 
where Co > 0 is a constant independent of h. Moreover, for # E [0, 1/2] there exists the bound 
u ,  - 0 ;  < = c + hUlFl(. ( ))3 
(5.14) 
+ (h ~+~ + h3511BIl(HO(r~))~) × Igi(H~,~(~))3}, 
where C is a positive constant independent of h, 5~ is given in Lemrna 5.4, U(c H) and UI are 
the true solutions and their piecewise cubic Hermite interpolants, respectively, and U~ (E Vh) are 
the solutions from the BPH-FEM given in (3.22). 
PROOF. We only prove (5.14); the proof of (5.13) may follow [6,8]. Since the true solutions U 
satisfy (3.8) and (3.9), we can obtain the following equation by applying the Green theorem: 
fipg(U, W) = A(U, W) + E(U, W) 
~-/~F.Wd8-(/ F2) {m(y)(I]n-bl~n)~-m(z)(~n-b2~n)}d~ (5.15) 
where U = U-  = U(r,O) on F0, and re(x) and re(y) are the components of the vector M(U) 
defined in (3.11). Since the solutions U~ satisfy (3.22), we have from (5:15) 
"4pH(U--~]t*~'W)<-- (/2 --/ r:){m(Y)Qln-bl~n)Wm(z)(~n-b2~n)}dg 
= I + II + III. 
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For the first term on the right-hand side of the above equation, we have from the Schwarz 
inequality, Lemma 5.2, and the definition of lllW[ll in (5.2), 
Next, estimating the rest of the terms on the right-hand side in (5.16), we have 
II= - l(i 
A 
J ) M(U). (Wz - W;) dr ro ro 
< Ch2+“IM(Vl~w(r,)j 3 - x IllWIll 
< C~2+“Iq,%~(n))3 x IIIWIII~ - 
(5.18) 
Since F is a piecewise cubic Hermite interpolant of F, we have 
Therefore, combining (5.16)-(5.19) leads to 
I”$‘+o;,w)I II+II+IIIICQxIllWlll, (5.20) 
where 
Q = h2+“jM(U)( (HZ(r))3 + h3.511Bll (w(r,))* x II"(U)Ii(Ho(r2))3 + hVIFI(Hv(n))3 
5 c ( h2+a + h3’5iiBll(H6(r,))2 I”i(H“.=(fi))3 + h”IFI(Hu(S2))3. > 
Moreover, letting W = VI - C?i, then W E Vf. From Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3, we have 
B(U - u,, W) = 0, 
and 
lfi(U - VI, W)/ 5 jr,(M(U) - M(UI)) . w+ - WA dr 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
< Ch2+01UI(H4,m(n))3 - IIIWIII~ 
Hence, we obtain from (5.13) and (5.20)-(5.22) 
calllwlli_ 5 &H (h - o;h*, T’(r) 5 IbH(U - VI, w,l + lbH (u - fi,& w) 1 
rC(l~(U-U~~w)l+l~(U-U~,W)l+l&(U-U~,W)I+QX~) (5.23) 
< c - + h2+“IUI (H~s”(CI))~ + Q 
> 
X Iliwl/l~ 
The desired results (5.14) are obtained by dividing two sides of (5.23) by I I 1 WI ( 1, and by applying 
Lemma 5.4. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. I 
Also construct the a posteriori interpolants ni til of order 5 on •~~~I,2j+r. We have the 
following theorem. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let p E [0,1/2] and all conditions in Theorem 5.1 hold. Then there exists the 
bound 
(5.24) 
where E* is given in Theorem 5.1. 
PROOF. Let W = U - n”, VI. We have b(W, W) = 0 from Lemma 5.1. Hence, we have from 
Theorem 5.1 
5 ChVIIUI((HZ+“(n))3 + Cc* 5 Cc*, v = 3,4. I 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let p E [0,1/2], U E (H2+“(St))3 cl (W4@(0))3, F E (HV(R))3, Y = 3,4, and 
B E (H6(I’2))2. Then when cs = 1.5, the solutions from the BPH-FEM, (3.22), have the following 
superconvergence as h + 0: 
(5.26) 
116 Wtll~,,,ll = 0 (h”+“> 3 II II bfi (irh.) = 0 (h”+“) , (5.27) 
ll@i) -aI$(G) /I h 
t [&II 
= 0 (h”+“) , (5.28) 
n H”(rz) 
ll@(i;l’ - b2G (%) 11 = 0 (h”+“) , (5.29) 
n n H”(r2) 
where 6Ut = Ut(r, 0) - Ut(r, l), and p = 3 A u = 3 and p = 3.5 A u = 4 for quasiuniform and 
uniform Cl,, respectively 
Table 2 lists values of 0, condition number, and errors of the solutions of biharmonic equa- 
tions and 3D blending surfaces in [6] and in this paper. To reach superconvergence 0( h3.5) 
for uniform I+, the optimal Cond. = 0(hm4) can be achieved by BPH-FEM; in contrast, 
Cond. = O(h-*) is required by BP-FEM in [6]. This is a significant progress of stability for 
solving 3D blending surfaces. 
6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
6.1. Verification on Superconvergence 
Consider the biharmonic equations with the clamped on I?2 but the periodic condition on 
rour1, 
A221 = f(r, t), (6.1) 
du 
ar l-2 = gl’ 
u(r, 0) = u(r, I), ut(r,O) = ut(r, 1). (6.2) 
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The true solution of (6.1) is chosen as 
u(r, t) = (cos 27rr + sin 2nr) . (cos 2?rt + sin 27rt). (6.3) 
The uniform rectangles l&j are chosen, where h = l/N, and N = 4,6,8,12, and 16. The BPH- 
FEM is applied only to the normal derivative boundary condition on I’s. For simplicity, we deal 
with the periodic condition on I’; by the enforcing constraints 
%,O = %,N, (%)i,O = (‘%)%,NI (%)z,O = (%)i,N, (G)i,O = (G)i,N. (6.4) 
Denote by vh and Vh the spaces of admissible 
ulrz = 0, respectively. we seek Eh E vh such that 
i)(Gh, ?J) = F(V), 
where 
functions with (6.4) satisfying ~lr, = g and 
VU E vj, (6.5) 
6(u,v) = II A(u, u) ds + I&, w) -t- &A, v), R 
L&z)) = g-J unvn de, B(u, ?J) = J rz (m(ubn + 4vb-4 de, rz 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
^ 
@E’(v) = JJ Pl fvds + _ n P” J glv,dl+ rz J r2im+W. \ (6.8) 
Since the true solutions are known, we may compute the true errors. When 1-1 = 0, PC = 10, 
and u = 1.5 and 2, the error norms and condition numbers are listed in Tables 3 and 4. It can 
be seen numerically that 
(I&,0 = 0 (h4-e) , (Ich - uIIlt,G = 0 (h4) I e = 0,1,2, 
1 @h)r - 91 lO,co,rz =0(F), 0<6<1, 11 &h), - 5’1 IlO,rz = 0 (h4) 
I& - w1o,m,r~ = 0 (h4) ) 0 < b < 1, 11% - urllo,r; = 0 (h4) , 
i@h)t - (ulhlo,m,r; = 0 (h3.5) , 0<6<1, 
II&& - (ur)tllo,r: = 0 (h3.5) . 
Other kinds of superconvergence are observed from Tables 3 and 4, 
bh - de,oo,n = 0 (h4) , e = 0,1, I& - ~112,m,sz = 0 (h3.5) , 
= 0 (h4) , e = 0, 1, = 0 (h3.5) , 
e,m 2w,n 
= 0 (h4) ) e = 0, 1,2. 
es 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
Denote the mean of the nodal errors Eij by Ave.l&ijI = Cij I&ijI/Tol.Num, where Tol.Num is 
the number of all Etj. From the data in Tables 3 and 4 where 0 = 1.5, 2, we discover the following 
numerical results for & = ‘1L - &: 
Ave. 1Ei.j I, Ave.I(Er)ijl, Ave.I(Et)ijI, Ave.I(E,t)ij( = 0 (h4.5) . (6.17) 
Even when o = 1.5, the best superconvergence O(h4) is retained. Also the following condition 
number is obtained: 
X,,,(A) = 0 (h1-2m), &n(A) = 0 (h2) 1 Cond.(A) = 0 (h-1-2o). (6.18) 
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Table 3. The error norms and condition numbers for # -- 0, Pc = 10, and a = 1.5, 
where E ---- u - ~h. 
N 
max l eii] 
max I(e~-)~.:/I 
max I(eDijl 
max I(e,-Di~l 
Ave. I¢ij I 
Ave-I (er)ij I 
hve.[(et)ij I 
A v e . l ( e ~ ) O I  
I~h -- uzlo,~o,n 
I £ L h  - -  uih,~,n 
JUh -- U l [ 2 , o o , n  
[l~ - u i l lo ,n  
I1~,. - u z l l l , n  
II'~h - uzll2,r~ 
I~h,o~,~ 
I lel lo,~ 
I I~ lh,~ 
I icIl=,~ 
I I (~h ) r  - gl IIo,oo,r= 
II(~h)," - glllo,r2 
0.706(-2) 
0.174(-1) 
0.291(-1) 
0.131 
0.202(-2) 
0.518(--2) 
0.970(-2) 
o . 2 2 o ( - 1 )  
o.65o(-3) 
0.208(-2) 
0.349(-2) 
0.937(-2) 
12 
0.118(-3) 
0.444(-3) 
0.696(-3) 
0.249(-2) 
16 
0.392(-4) 
0.150(-3) 
0.239(-3) 
0.381(-2) 
0.247(-2) 0.200(--3) 0.440(--4) 0.652(--5) 0.156(--5) 
0.697(--3) 0.594(--3) 0.110(--3) 0.259(--4) 0.441(--5) 
0.272(--2) 0.941(-3) 0.238(-3) 0.402(--4) 0.961(-5) 
0.105(-1) 
0.861(-2) 
0.630(-1) 
0.778 
0.435(-2) 
0.361(-1) 
0.764(--3) 
0.202(-2) 
0.124(-1) 
0.169 
0 . 8 2 0 ( - 3 )  
0.664(-2) 
0.691(-1) 
0.203(-2) 
0.171(--1) 
0.724 
0.679(-3) 
0.750(-2) 
0.221 
0.125(-1) 
0.129 
5.47 
0.417(-2) 
0.658(-1) 
2.28 
0.248(--1) 
0.368 
0.964(-2) 
0.941(-1) 
3.20 
0.532(--3) 
0.650(-3) 
0.382(-2) 
o.582(-1) 
0.253(-3) 
0.203(-2) 
0.201(--1) 
0.648(-3) 
0.399(--2) 
0.239 
0.222(--3) 
0.214(--2) 
0.705(-1) 
0.370(-2) 
0.490(-1) 
3.04 
0.133(-2) 
0.266(-1) 
1.28 
0.756(--2) 
0.381(--2) 
0.492(-1) 
1.08 
0.620(-1) 
0.452 
0.123(-3) 
0.120(--3) 
0.731(--3) 
0.112(-1) 
0.490(-4) 
0.393(-3) 
0.357(-2) 
0.119(-3) 
0.821(--3) 
0.509(--1) 
0.460(--4) 
0.398(-3) 
0.141(--1) 
0.816(-3) 
0.144(-1) 
1.43 
0.263(-3) 
0.759(-2) 
0.570 
0.160(--2) 
11.7 
o.2o4(-1) 
0.243 
5.18 
0.124 
0.132(--4) 
0.392(--4) 
0.242(-3) 
0.439(-2) 
0.154(-4) 
0.123(-3) 
0.108(-2) 
0.392(-4) 
0.261(--3) 
0.160(-1) 
o.148(-4) 
o.124(-3) 
0.443(-2) 
0.252(-3) 
o.598(-2) 
0.802 
0.836(-4) 
0.316(-2) 
0.321 
0.494(-3) 
0.790(-1) 0.168(-1) 0.544(-2) 0.109(-2) 0.348(-3) 
[~h -- U l l o , o o , [ ' ~  0.764(--2) 0.149(-2) 0.460(-3) 0.898(-4) 0.283(-4) 
I~h - U/lo,r~ 0.656(-2) 0.118(-2) 0.361(-3) 0.696(-4) 0.218(-4) 
]('Sh -- ul)t]o,oo,r~ 0.293(-1) 0.711(--2) 0.247(--2) 0.518(--3) 0.169(--3) 
1(~2h -- Ul)tlO,r~ 0.268(--1) 0.583(--2) 0.196(--2) 0.410(--3) 0.133(--3) 
Amax(A) 0.129(4) 0.313(4) 0.572(4) 0.131(5) 0.235(5) 
Amin(A) 0.979(-2) 0.409(-2) 0.224(-2) 0.971(-3) 0.542(-3) 
Cond.(A) 0.131(6) 0.766(6) 0.256(7) 0.135(8) 0.433(8) 
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Table 4. The error norms and condition numbers for # = 0, Pc --- 10, and a -- 2, 
where e ---- u - Uh. 
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N 4 6 8 12 16 
m a x  [eij] 0.704(--2) 0.201(-2) 0.649(-3) 0.118(-3) 0.392(-4) 
maxl(~)ijI 
max I(¢t)ijl 
m ~  J(~,~t)iyl 
Ave. [el j] 
Ave.](e~)ij ] 
0.135(-1) 
0.290(-1) 
o.842(-1) 
0.240(-2) 
0.342(-2) 
0.514(-2) 
0.966(-2) 
0.193(-1) 
0.200(-3) 
0.529(-3) 
0.208(-2) 
0.348(--2) 
0.939(-2) 
0.440(-4) 
0.126(-3) 
0.444(-3) 
0.965(-3) 
0.249(-2) 
0.150(-3) 
0.239(-3) 
0.196(-2) 
0.652(-5) 0.156(-5) 
0.256(-4) 0.462(-5) 
Ave.l(et),ij I 0.291(--2) 0.933(-3) 0.237(--3) 0.402(-4) 0.560(-5) 
Ave.l(e,.t)ij J 0.932(-2) 0.120(-2) 0.472(-3) 0.123(-3) 0.677(-5) 
]~h - ullo,oo,n 0.855(-2) 0.201(-2) 0.649(-3) 0.120(-3) 0.392(-4) 
]fih -- u l ] l , ~ , n  0.626(--1) 0.123(--1) 0.381(--2) 0.731(--3) 0.242(--3) 
] ~ ' h  - -  "aI]2,c~,12 0.776 0.141 0.419(--1) 0.742(--2) 0.235(--2) 
II~h - UlllO,g ~ 0.432(-2) 0.871(-3) 0.253(-3) 0.490(-4) 0.154(--4) 
IlUh -- U l I I I , a  0.358(--1) 0.662(--2) 0.203(--2) 0.392(--3) 0.123(--3) 
[[~.h -- ui[]2,a 0.358 0.676(--1) 0.197(--1) 0.108(--2) 
0.919(-2) 0.202(-2) 0.647(-3) 0.391(-4) 
0.925(-1) 0.171(-1) 0.399(-2) 0.261(-3) 
3.20 0.742 0.235 0.160(-1) 
0.373(-2) 0.673(-3) 0.222(-3) 0.148(-4) 
0.213(-2) 
0.706(-1) 
0.743(-2) 
0.221 
0.484(-1) 
1.08 
" 1-Ih Uh -- U 1 ~ o o ~  
Y I h  Uh -- u 2T°°112 
0.352(-2) 
0.119(--3) 
0.820(-3) 
0.509(--1) 
0.460(-4) 
0.397(--3) 
0.140(-1) 
0.816(-3) 
0.144(-1) 
1.43 
0.264(-3) 
0.759(-2) 
0.570 
0.154(-2) 
0.110(-2) 
0.688(-4) 
0.695(-4) 
0.518(--3) 
0.410(-3) 
0.171(5) 
0.972(-3) 
0.176(8) 
n: h- ll.,o 
0.124(--3) 
0.443(-2) 
I~lo,~,a 0.619(-1) 0.125(-1) 0.369(-2) 0.252(-3) 
lell,~,12 0.452 0.129 0.490(-1) 0.598(-2) 
[e[2,oo,~ 11.4 5.47 3.04 0.802 
[[¢[Io, n 0.204(-1) 0.418(-2) 0.133(-2) 0.836(-4) 
II~lll,a 0.244 0.659(-1) 0.260(-1) 0.316(-2) 
11~112,a 5.18 2.28 1.28 0.321 
ll(Uh)r - gl IJ0,oo,r'~ 0.121 0.238(-1) 0.762(-2) 0.481(-3) 
II(uh)r - gl I]o,r2 0.841(-1) 0.173(-1) 0.554(-2) 0.350(-3) 
luh - ul Io,oo,r'~ 0.760(-2) 0.149(-2) 0.459(-3) 0.283(-4) 
lUh - ullo,r~) 0.652(-2) 0.118(-2) 0.360(-3) 0.218(-4) 
I(uh - Ul)tlo,oo,r~) 0.922(-1) 0.708(-1) 0.246(-2) 0.169(-3) 
I(uh - u I ) t l o , r ~  0.262(-1) 0.579(-2) 0.196(-2) 0.133(-3) 
Amax(A) 0.129(4) 0.313(4) 0.572(4) 0.408(5) 
Amin(A) 0.990(-2) 0.409(-2) 0.224(-2) 0.542(-3) 
Cond.(A) 0.130(6) 0.765(6) 0.256(7) 0.751(8) 
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The solution derivatives in (6.15) and (6.16) having 0(h4) are desirable in 3D blending surfaces 
discussed in Sections 3-5. Note that the superconvergence of BPH-FEM for c = 1.5, 2 in Tables 3 
and 4 is as good as that of BP-FEM for 0 = 4 in [6]. H ence, the important contribution in this 
paper lies in that the condition number is reduced to 
Cond.(A) = 0 (hV4) - 0 (hm5), (6.19) 
compared with Cond. = O(h-s) - 0(/r-‘) in [5]. Take N = 16 in Table 3 as an example. The 
condition number is only Cond.(A) = 0.433 x 10 8. This clearly shows a significance of stability 
by the BPH-FEM for biharmonic equations. 
6.2. An a Posteriori Estimate for the FEM Errors 
When the adaptive FEMs are used, we need to evaluate the real solution errors ]]u - iih]]s,n. 
However, the true solution u is unknown in practical problems. We may regard IJi fib as a good 
approximation of the true solution U, and use an a posteriori error estimate I] J-J”, Gh - fih]]z,o to 
replace approximately the true errors ]]u - I&]]s,o. Define the ratios of error norms 
+!k,Cl = 
I/U - ahitk,n ’ 
Ic = o 1 2 
> , . 
(6.20) 
Then we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. There exist the error bounds 
5 I I 5 U-niih I I U-niih 1 - ,u _;hlk,L;n 5 ‘Yk,ca 5 1 + h k,oo,R 
]U - Ghlk,co,n ’ 
(6.21) 
1 - 
5 
/I II u-l-If& h k,fi 
]]u - ~hllk,Ci ’ 
Ic = 0,1,2. (6.22) 
PROOF. We only prove the bounds for Yk,o, since the proof for Tkyk,ca is similar. We have 
(6.23) 
. (6.24) 
The desired bounds (6.22) are obtained by dividing all sides of (6.23) and (6.24) by ]]u-ch]]k,n. 1 
Since there exist the optimal convergence and the superconvergence, based on the analysis 
above, 
]]u - Ghll2,n = 0 (h’) , 
= O(hP), p = 3,3.5, or 4, 
29 
(6.25) 
we obtain from Lemma 6.1 
1 - 10 (h”-“) 1 5 72,n 5 1 + 0 (hp-2) . (6.26) 
When h -+ 0, 79,n -+ 1. Such a conclusion also holds for ~r,o. 
Global Superconvergence 
Table 5. The lower bounds of ratios Tk+ and -yk,~ for PC = 10 and 0 = 1.5 
based on Table 3. The nOtatiOnS are yk,oc = 1 n”, fib - Chlk,rn,n/lU - Chlk,oo,R ad 
Yk,fl = 11 n”, Ch - ~hilk,db - fihIlk,fL k = O> lt2. 
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Table 6. The red ratios ‘)‘k+ and Yk,fi for PC = 10 and d = 1.5 based on Ta- 
ble 3. The nOtatiOnS are yk+ = 1 n”, iih - hjk,w,R/IU - @lk,m,Q and Yk,n = 
I( fl;ch - %llk,f2/llu - ~hilk,fl, k = Ov 1>2. 
Table 5 obtained from Table 3 provides the lower bounds, computed from the left sides of (6.21) 
and (6.22). The upper bounds of (6.21) and (6.22) are given by 2 minus the values of Table 5. All 
the ratios yk,oo and Tk,$ are computed and listed in Table 6. Note that the values yk,oo and Yk,o 
are just within the lower and upper bounds obtained from Table 5. Moreover, it is observed from 
Tables 5 and 6 that when h -+ 0, y+I --+ 1, and Yk@ + 1, k = 1,2. Besides, for k = 0, we can 
see the numerical ratios from Table 6, 
-YO,CO M 0.8 - 1.0, 70,Cl z5 0.8 - 1.0. (6.27) 
6.3. Concluding Remarks 
To close this paper, let us address the new results in this paper. 
1. For biharmonic equations by the BPH-FEM, the superconvergence 0( h4) in the H2 norms 
can be attained for uniform q  lij, while only the condition number 0(hT5) is needed. This 
is a great progress of global superconvergence and stability, compared with the BP-FEM 
in [5,6], where the condition number O(heg) is needed; see Table 1. 
2. For 3D blending surfaces by the BPH-FEM, both the high superconvergence O(h3.5) and 
the optimal condition number 0( he4) can be attained simultaneously for uniform I&j; see 
Table 2. In contrast, to reach the same superconvergence 0(h3.5), the condition number 
O(hms) is needed by the BP-FEM in [6]; see Table 2. 
3. The numerical results in Tables 3 and 4 are given to verify perfectly the analysis in 
Section 2, including the optimal convergence, superconvergence, and stability analysis. 
Besides, other kinds of superconvergence, such the L” error norms, are provided in (6.14) 
and (6.15), and the average nodal errors in (6.17). 
4. The global superconvergence can find many applications. In Section 6.2, the a posteriori 
error estimates can be obtained for the adaptive FEMs. Although the errors in Lemma 6.1 
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are global, the final solution errors (nE& - ah) may also be used to measure the real 
magnitude of (U - Ch) locally. An important application of Lemma 6.1 is to modify the 
mesh partition for better accuracy of the FEM solutions. 
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